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Abstract- In this paper, we propose a post-processing
method of the depth image from a Time-of-flight (TOF) depth
camera. Although the TOF depth camera can measure the
accurate depth information of the scene in real-time, it has
several problems to overcome. The depth image captured by
the TOF depth camera has the lens radial distortion, noise at
object boundaries, and depth difference with respect to the
stereo camera that is used at the same time. The proposed
method is composed of four steps to solve these problems and
then 3D warp the depth image to the stereo color image
position. Finally, we obtain the accurate disparity information
at the color image position and they can be utilized as the
initial data for 3D contents generation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Various technologies related to the broadcasting system
such as capturing, processing, encoding, decoding, and
display devices have been gradually investigated since the
TV broadcasting started. In recent years, three-dimensional
TV (3DTV) or 3D video, represented as the movie Avatar,
are considered as the next generation broadcasting that
satisfies the increasing demand for more realistic
multimedia services. Generating a 3D video content of a
scene require image sequences from more than two
viewpoints and depth information of the scene. Depth
information indicates the range data of the scene and we can
reconstruct the images at arbitrary viewpoints using these
depth and color images. Then users can watch a natural and
immersive 3D scene from the multiple view images on the
3D display devices [1].
There are several methods to obtain depth information of
the scene. Generally, there are two types: methods based on
the passive range sensors and methods based on the active
range sensors. In the passive range sensor type, the depth of
the scene is generally estimated by using the captured twodimensional (2D) images. Stereo matching [2] is one of the
most popular one, and there are also depth estimation
methods such as shape from silhouette, focus, motion, and
so on. These methods are efficient because the input data
acquisition is easy. However, it is hard to obtain the high
quality depth data from those methods due to some limits
such as the illumination, color mismatch, occlusion,
textureless regions, and so on. The accuracy of the scene’s
depth data is important because the quality of reconstructed
arbitrary viewpoint image totally relies on the quality of
depth.
The active range sensor based methods measure the
scene’s depth using a measuring instrument such as a depth

camera and a 3D range scanner. The time-of-flight (TOF)
technology is one of the most powerful one to acquire the
depth data. A TOF depth camera can measure the range
from the camera to objects in real time. The principle of
TOF is to measure the round-trip time of emitted signal of
the sensor. Therefore, we acquire more accurate depth
information of the scene compared to the passive range
sensors. However, TOF technology also has several
problems to overcome such as low spatial resolution and
noisy acquisition depending on the capturing environment.
In this paper, we introduce a post-processing method of
the depth image that is captured by the TOF depth camera.
In order to use the depth image of the TOF depth camera for
the 3D image processing, we have to correct the inherent
errors and distortion. After referring to the operation and
characteristics of the TOF depth camera, we explain each
step of the post-processing for the TOF depth camera image.
We also capture stereo images and process them to verify
the proposed method. Then, we show the experimental
results and conclude this paper.
II. TIME-OF-FLIGHT DEPTH CAMERA
The operation principle of the TOF depth camera is to
check the round trip time for emitted light from an
illumination source of the camera to the object and back to
the camera. The depth camera modulates its illumination
and the imaging sensor measures the phase of the returned
modulated signal at each pixel. The full-phase value is
corresponding to the maximum range of the captured scene.
The maximum range depends on the modulation frequency
of the camera [3].
There are several TOF depth camera models. The first
real-time TOF depth camera is ZCAMTM that was developed
by 3DV systems. It simultaneously captures color and depth
images in the SD resolution at the same viewpoint. However,
this ZCAMTM has an optical noise of the output image and
cannot measures any black-colored objects. Also its large
volume bothers to compose various types of camera
arrangement.
After ZCAMTM, smaller and cheaper TOF depth
cameras have been developed. Figure 1 shows SR4000
developed by MESA Imaging, which is used our experiment.
SR4000 is composed of the illumination cover and optical
filter. The illumination cover protects the LEDs that emit the
light, and the optical filter receives the arriving light emitted
from the camera LEDs only. The volume of this camera is
65x65x68mm. The minimum and maximum capturing

ran
nges are 0.3m and 5.0m
m, respectively
y. It providees its
fraamerate up too 54 frames per
p second. We
W can obtainn two
typ
pes of outpput images; depth imag
ge and inteensity
(am
mplitude) image as shownn in Fig. 2. The resolutioon of
ou
utput image is very small ass QCIF (176x1
144) [3].

After
A
perform
ming the propposed method,, the TOF deppth
imag
ge can be used as the depthh information of the scene for
3D contents geneeration. To ver
erify the propo
osed method, we
also
o capture sterreo images oof the scene with the deppth
cam
mera image and
d process them
m.
A. Lens Distortio
on Correctionn

Figure 1. TOF depth camera (SR4
4000)

SR4000 has the
t inherent ddistortion in itts capturing. The
T
outp
put images of SR4000 havee a lens barrell distortion. This
T
disto
ortion causes the shape missmatch between the depth and
a
colo
or images. Alsso, we cannott expect good results when we
perfform any po
oint based pprocessing su
uch as cam
mera
calib
bration.
Lens
L
distortio
on correction iis reconstructting the distorrted
imag
ge based on the
t distorted components. In the propossed
meth
hod, we extrract several ppoints on th
he distorted line
l
com
mponents in th
he image, andd then correct the image using
the calculated
c
disstortion centerr and distortio
on parameter [4].
[
Afteer the reconstruction, gennerated holess are filled by
dilattion. Figure 4 shows thee result imag
ges of the leens
disto
ortion correctiion.

Figure 22. Output images:: Depth and inten
nsity images

However, S
SR4000 has some inhereent distortion and
errrors. As show
wn in Fig. 2, the
t output imaage has not onnly a
larrge amount off lens distortioon but also boundary error. Also
theere is a smalll difference between
b
measured depth vaalues
by
y the depth ccamera and thhe correspond
ding depth vaalues
fro
om the stereo or multi-view
w camera when
n we use the ddepth
caamera with coolor cameras. Because two types of cam
meras
haave different position in z-direction.
z
Therefore, we also
haave to correct tthis differencee.
After correccting the aforeementioned distortion and eerrors,
3D
D warping of the depth imaage is requireed for 3D conntents
geeneration becaause we need the
t measured depth inform
mation
at the position oof the stereo or
o multi-view cameras, wheen we
usse two types of cameras together.
III. POSST-PROCESSING OF TOF DEPPTH IMAGE
In this secttion, we expllain each step
p of the propposed
po
ost-processingg method of TOF depth image. Figuure 3
sh
hows the proceedure of the prroposed method.

Figuure 3. Procedure of the proposed method
m

(a)
a)

(bb)
Fiigure 4. Lens disttortion correction
n:
(a) origina
al, (b) corrected inntensity and deptth images

B. Camera Calib
bration
The
T camera parameters
p
arre composed of the intrinnsic
and extrinsic paraameters. Theyy are the princcipal information
of the
t
camera for
f 3D imagge processing
g. The intrinnsic
paraameters indicaate the cameraa internal chaaracteristics suuch
as the
t
focal len
ngth and prinncipal pointss. The extrinnsic
paraameters of thee camera are the rotation and translation.
They represent th
he orientation and position of the cameraa in
the world
w
coordin
nate system.
These
T
camerra parameterss are estimaated by cam
mera
calib
bration [5]. Figure
F
5 show
ws the imagees of the plannar
checcker board im
mages for cam
mera calibration. These imagges
are reconstructed
r
by lens distorrtion correctio
on. By extracting
all the corner points of the pattern in each
e
image, we
estim
mate the intrin
nsic and extrinnsic parameterrs of the cameera.
For camera caliibration, Cam
mera calibratiion toolbox for
Mattlab is used [6].

valu
ues to the valiid disparity vvalues at the stereo
s
image. As
show
wn in Fig. 8, we estimatee a cubic currve between the
disp
parity values and
a depth indeexes. By usin
ng this curve, the
deptth index of eaach pixel of th
the depth imaage is mappedd to
the disparity
d
values.

Figure
F
5. Lens disstortion correctedd pattern images for
f camera calibraation

C. Noise Filterring
Figure 8. Images
I
for depth--disparity corresp
pondence
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Disparity

In general, noise occurs at the depth discontinuitiees of
thee depth imagge. This noisse means the pixels that have
meedian depth vvalues betweenn two objects or foregroundd and
baackground. T
Therefore, it is required to remove tthese
meedian values at the object boundaries. Object
O
bounddaries
aree obtained byy applying eddge detection
n algorithm too the
deepth image as shown in Fig. 6. We used
u
Canny edge
deetector to obtaain the objectt boundaries. Then we rem
move
thee detected pixxels.
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Figure 8.
8 Depth-disparityy correspondencee curve

E. 3D Warping

Fiigure 6. Depth im
mage and the edgee map

D.. Depth-Dispparity Corresppondence
Generally, ddisparity that is obtained th
he rectified sttereo
im
mage of the sccene has a nonn-linear charaacteristic as shhown
in Fig. 7. The ddata shown in Fig. 7 is obtaained by captuuring
thee images off the check-pattern at seeveral predeffined
po
ositions withinn the backgrouund and camera as shown inn Fig.
8. The x-axis m
means the disttance from th
he camera possition
an
nd the y-axiss indicates the
t
disparity values in ppixel.
Ho
owever, the ddepth informaation obtained from the ddepth
caamera show thhe linear chaaracteristics with
w respect too the
disstance. Also there are poosition differeences betweenn the
recctified stereo camera and depth camera along
a
z-axis.

3D
3 warping back-projects
b
tthe value of each
e
pixel to the
3D space based on
o the source camera param
meters and deppth
info
ormation. Then, the projectted pixel valu
ues in the spaace
are remapped
r
ontto the color im
mage plane. This
T is also bassed
on the target caamera parameeters and thee corresponding
deptth information
n.
In
I
our app
proach, we use the depth-disparrity
corrrespondence curve in Fig. 8 to change thee depth valuess to
the disparity valu
ues. These disp
sparity values can be regardded
he initial disp
parity of the sstereo or multti-view imagee at
as th
each
h pixel. Figuree 9(a) shows tthe original depth
d
image. The
T
warp
ped depth im
mage has the same resolutiion as the coolor
imag
ge as shown in
n Fig. 9(b).
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gure 9. 3D warpinng of depth imag
ge
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V. EXPERIMEN
NTAL RESULTS
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Figurre 7. Disparity chharacteristics of th
he scene

Due to the different representation off the actual rrange
an
nd different loocation along z-axis, we maap the depth iindex

For
F the experriment of the pproposed metthod, we captuure
a scene using the depth cameraa and stereo camera
c
as shoown
in Fig.
F 10. The stereo
s
camera model is Basler Pylon GiigE
and the depth camera
c
is SR
R4000. The stereo image is
capttured with the resolution off 800x600, and
d then calibraated

an
nd rectified [77]. Figure 11 shows the reectified stereoo and
deepth images. T
The distance between two
o color camerras is
65
5mm.

ure, and they are removed in the right figure by nooise
figu
filteering. Then, the warped depth image indicates the
disp
parity values at
a each pixel oof the stereo im
mage.
Table
T
1 show
ws the disparitty values of th
he stereo imaage,
warp
ped depth imaage without deepth-disparity
y correspondennce
matcching, and warped
w
depth image after correspondennce
matcching. The reesults in Tablle 1 show uss that the deppthdisp
parity correspondence matcching accurattely corrects the
deptth informatio
on of the sceene (Disparitty positions are
indicated in Fig. 11). Finally, these disparitty values can be
used
d as accurate initial infoormation for matching cost
c
calcculation or dep
pth map generration.

Figure 10. Camera setup

Table 1. Results of depth-ddisparity corrrespondence
Position
After
Stereo(True)
Before
1
16
16
16
2
21
25
21
3
37
40
37
4
40
41
40
V. CONCCLUSION

C
images
Figure 11. Captured

The result oof lens distortiion correction
n is depicted inn Fig
12
2. The barrel ddistortion in thhe image is co
orrected. Figurre 13
sh
hows the resuults of noise filtering.
f
Noissy depth valuues at
thee object bounndary becamee the error reg
gions as show
wn in
Fig. 13(a) whenn we applied 3D warping to
t the depth im
mage
so
o that each ppixel warped to the color camera posiition.
Ho
owever, noisee-filtered resullts show that these
t
error reggions
aree accurately reemoved as shoown in Fig. 13
3(b).

In
I this paper, we explainedd a post-processsing method for
the TOF depth camera image s. Since the captured imagges
from
m the TOF dep
pth camera aree noisy and diistorted, we haave
to correct
c
to usse them for 3D image processing and
a
appllication. Afterr the proposedd post-processsing method, the
deptth camera daata is provideed as the acccurate disparrity
valu
ues at the colo
or image positition. These vaalues can be ussed
as in
nitial disparity
y information for stereo mattching.
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